The Departments of MCA & ISE of The Oxford College of Engineering, organized a 2-Days, National Level Students Convention & Techno-Cultural Fest - “Oxy-Tech 2K16” on the 17th and 18th of March, supported by the students chapter of CSI and IEEE of TOCE, with an intent to provide the opportunity for the students to learn leading-edge technologies, and also exhibit their talents in both technical and cultural fields.

With the able guidance and support of the Management, HoDs and coordinators of The Oxford College of engineering, within a very short span of time, the fest attracted an enthralling crowd of overwhelming and enthusiastic students from Kashmir to Kanyakumari.

The event was graced by an extensive media coverage by Janasri News, Radio mirchi, Buddy.in

Oxy-Tech 2K16 started with the ceremonious inaugural function presided by the honorable Chief Guest Sri. Krishna Byre Gowda, the Mr.Krishna Prasad, SeniorDirector of Cisco Systems.

There were a total of 11 events conducted, where 615 participants of 52 colleges, from all over India participated with overwhelming enthusiasm.

- The program started with an on-stage event “Ice Breaker” organized by Prof. Stuti Agarwal.
- The on-stage event “IT QUIZ” organized by Prof.Prathiba with 26 teams being judged by Mr.Nayar where the participants were required to complete the given tasks in a minute.

Winners:

I Prize - Balaji K & Harikiran C, PES
II Prize            -   Sunil Kumar &Venkatesh Murthy N.S,New horizon
III Prize            -  Aditya G &Gagan H.N,TOCE

- The “Photography” event was held under the guidance of Prof. Kokila. It had 20 teams and was judged by Mr.Sandeepdiddi
   Winners:
   I Prize - Shaswatsingh and Arstkhraborty,ICAT
   II Prize - UzmaClinson,Arch,Ox.coll
   III Prize - Manukumar K.G,ICAT

- The “Coding& Debugging” event was organized by Prof. Parimala, which brought out the software programming genius in the students. It had 40 teams and was judged by Mr. Madhu
   Winners:
   I Prize - Jobith M Basheer&Neha Paul, Kristujayanthi college
   II Prize - sahanajoshi&DivyaPai V,BSC,PESIT
   III Prize - Vimuth,BE,UVCE

- “Web Weaver”, a web programming event, organized by Prof Saritha. Was participated by 10 teams and was judged by Mr. Madhu
   Winners:
   I Prize - Akshy,BSC,PESIT
   II Prize - Bajamma B V &Hema K,BSC,PESIT
   III Prize - Sagar&Rohith,BMSC

- Treasure Hunt event was organized by Prof. Malarvizhi. It had a huge participation by 85 teams from all over India.
Winners:
I Prize - Nikhita & Sowmya, CSE, TOCE
II Prize - Abijith Benny & Nidhin Manjaly, Kristu Jayanthi
III Prize - Sushma & Sowmya P.R., PESIT

- Gully Cricket, a stripped down version of international cricket attracted 50 teams of sports enthusiasts from all over India organized by Prof. Ashok B.P.
  Winners: Automobile Dept. of TOCE

  Runners: SFS College

- ABCD dance competition event entertained and showcased some of the super fine dancing talents of our country. A total of 14 teams participated. It was judged by Bharath Jackson, a dance choreographer
and organized by Prof. Mridula Shukla

Winners:
I Prize             - Megha m & Team, IZEE Buisiness
II Prize           - Five Stars, BT, TOCE
III Prize          - Shadow Breakers, ECE, TOCE

- "App Challenge" event which provided a platform for the students to show their skills in developing the mobile applications using latest Android Technology. It was judged by Mr. Pratapkumar and organized by Prof. Ramshankar

Winners:
I Prize - Yeshwanth G.S, Vedik R, Vikaas R.S, ECE, TOCE
II Prize - VinuthC, CSE, University Visvesvaray college of engineering (UVCE)
III Prize - Sharath, Varun, Ranjith, CSE, TOCE

- "IT Manager" organized by Prof. Suganya which is a one minute challenge and judge by Mr. Goutham P.V

Winners:
I prize - Srinidhi, Global academy of technology
II prize - Sudeep, Kristujayanthy college
III prize - Bharath Kumar A, TOCE
• "Ice breaker" on-stage event organized by Prof. Stuti Agarwal judge by radio mirchi

• "Gaming-NFS" event organized by Prof. Achutha

  Winners:
  I prize: Nilesh, ICAT
  II prize: Sawath, EPC
  III prize: Praveen, SKDC